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QBS 
 
1- ELite- Ryan/Brady NE/ATL, FD Only  

- Get this out of the way, Brady and Ryan are in an elite spot, 55 point total 
on Sunday Night football 

- Pats are 31 in AFPA to the QB, while ATL is 22 
- TB is currently QB3 in fantasy and Ryan has struggled he’s only 

averageing 13 fantasy points per game,  
- However in High total games, these two have averaged at least 23 points in 

the past 
- I think what’s interesting here is that the Falcons have the advantage -- this 

is far and away the worst defense they have faced and I think we could see 
a spark from Julio and freeman here as the pats are allowing nearly 5 ypc 
but another 76 yards receivng to backs, they are also 31st in DVOA to the 
WR1, the browns are a better defense 

- As for brady? He’s the goat and at home that means A LOT listen to this -- 
at home in games with a total over 50, brady avergaes 30 pts with 80% 
consistency, he’s scored as much as 37 DK pts in that situation 

- If you can on FD get them in, floor is insane 
 
2- Pivot City- Brees v GB 8300/7600 

- Strange as this sounds, I think the Saints walk away with this one Brett 
Hundley has only taken 6 snaps before last weekend, and he looked bad, 
MINN has a phenomenal pass def but the Saints are better in DVOA- 
yep--11 to MINN 16th  

- In the last three weeks, Saints D has forced 7 ints, and 13 sacks, Jay, Cam 
and Stafford, don;t sit there and tell me Hundley is somehow better than all 
three of those guys- maybe Jay 

- Brees will have control of the ball and is a road favorite, he facing DEF that 
is 17th in AFPA to the QB, but let’s remember the best QB they have faced 
in recent memory was DAK, who lit them for 30 FD points and walked up 
and down the field. 

- Brees hasn’t played the pack in a long time, but last he did went for 300 
and 3, they are currently averaging 29 pots per game and 375 yards of 
offense per game, the 3rd ranked offense in football in DVOA 

- Pass rush? Don’t care this line has only allowed 2.3% sack rate, league 
best 
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3- Pivot Again-  Dak v SF 8400/7300 

- Dak is my favorite guy, I liked the Cowboys when I was little, hate them 
now, but Dak is my favorite 

- This year he has had a murderer's row of talent-- Giants, Den, ARI, LAR, 
GB,- say what you will about the units flaws but there is no doubt of 
individual talent within those units 

- But, in the last 3 weeks he has gone for over 22 fantasy points 
- SF is 24 in AFPA to the QB, cousins went for 3 tds, Brisset had two, and 

Goff lit them up 
- By QBR dak is the best they have faced this year, one sneaky thing I like 

about this game is how bad the Cowboys defense is 
- They are worse than SF to QB, and only slightly better to the WR/RB-- there 

could be some scoring here on the part of the Niners, like they did in Wash, 
which wa a much better unit 

- If we get a nice back and forth, it could be beneficial to Dak and Zeke here 
 
4- Value- Jared Goff v ARI 7.3/ 5.8 

- Goff is in an interesting spot here, he is a home favorite, and facing a Pass 
Funnel def, a team that is 25th in afpa to the QB and 31 to the WR 

- Pat Peterson is a shutdown machine, won’t even be targeted and 
depending on who he decides to shadow, that player will likely be 
eliminated and the others will be in play 

- Goff’s recent form has been a little meh-- he hasn’t even hit 10 pts in his 
last two games against SEA and JAX, but had solid performances against 
SF and DAL, who rate similarly in PAss DVOA-- ARI is 24, SF-26, DAL 23-- 
well below average 

- I think we have to know that deep balls work against this team too, we saw 
Wentz go deep on this team- Fitz did the same  

- Goff is slinging the ball-- he’s third in total deep balls behind Brady and 
Palmer, with 44 attempts, 27 over 20+ yards, he’s got a decent 43% 
completion rate on those as well, I think he’s a option that you have to 
consider  

 
Tyrod Taylor 7.1, 5.1 

- I want to love him, I do I’ll give you Pros and cons here 
- Home QB, coming off bye, averaging 6+ ruatts per game and 24+ yards, 

efficient as hell 62% completion rate, not a ton of atts per game but getting 
wins regularly facing a TB defense that is literally the worst in AFPA to the 
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WR, and ranked 30 to the QB, they just allowed a massive game to AP, 
revealing wrinkles and problems in the Rush D as well, whose rank 
dropped 7 spots from week 6 to 7 

- Cons-- maxed out at 18 fantasy points this year, his starting TE is out, his 
starting WR1 is out Jordan Matthews, the bills have scored only 17 
pts/game 5th lowest and only allow 14, there is almost 0 shootout potential 
here and no ceiling 

- Up to you- I love the guy- I just want to know my QB can bring me upwards 
of 25  

- He’s a great value on DK as he is only 5100 
Quick hits: 
Mariota-- very much in play, it’s the Browns-- I want a practice report, is that too 
much to ask for? 
Ben--- if Kirkpatrick, Pacman are out? GPP consideration 
 
 
RBs 
1- Eat the Chalk: Fournette v INDY, Zeke v SF 

- Fournette is road favorite here against the Colts, team that allows the most 
points in the NFL 

- Colts are 20th in DVOA to the rush and 31 in AFPA  
- Fournette has averaged 99 yds per game, with highest run rate in the NFL 

52% run rate, running 56% inside the redzone and he’s gotten 16 touches 
inside the red zone 4th overall and 4 TDS inthere, which is tied for second, 
but he’s also netted two 80 yarders in the lsat two weeks, If we look at 
indy’s defense they allow the most production stright up the the gut 3.9 
yards per carry and 6 explosive runs totaling 200 yards, and 2 tds, the Jags 
hammer the middle of the line 67% of runs, the MOST in the NFL 

- Hard not to expect 100yds and at least one td 
- Zeek in an equally good spot, SF is 30th in AFPA to the RB, but 13 in 

DVOA, what does this show us? Well they are relatively efficient on a play 
to play basis but allowing production on game to game basis 

- But let’s be clear about who they have faced- Perine, the AP/DJless Cards, 
Gore/Mack, the Seahawks committee, Jon Stewart and Todd Gurley 

- Gurley went for 3 tds, 150 scrimmage yards- thats the only comp we 
need here 

 
2- Pivot City: LeSean McCoy v TB, Freeman v NE 
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- There is one skill player on the Bills, McCoy and he will be the whole 
offense till mathews and Clay return,  

- Top 10 in touches, and seeing 22 touches per game, but really not doing a 
ton with them .41 pts per touch, averaging 14 fpts per game not one 
redzone touchdown on the year 

- He could easily change that and get in the endzone  
- But here’s why he’s intriguing- Bucs just allowed 130 ruyds to AP and there 

is a possibility McCoy could lineup in the slot here as a receiver, we saw 
how productive that has been -- Larry was the most recent receiver to go 
nuts from there, and McCoy has an 83% catch rate on the season, hands 
are documented 

- He only caught 10% of his balls out of the slot in 2016, which was above 
average but only amounted to 6 total receptions, 83% of those came from 
the Backield, but he already has 6 tgts per game this year 

- Point is-- he may get a couple freebies from there and be able to rack p 
some receving yards 

- If you’re on FD, give freeman a look, he’s got NE, 27 in FPA to the RB and 
allowing some of the most points per game and much to the dismay of 
Julio owners -- they are 5050 in RZ run/pass solidly in favor of the rush 
game, Freeman has the most RZ tDs of any rb this year at 6 and NE has 
allowed a 56% success rate in the redzone 

 
3- Pivot Again: Ajayi v NYJ, Anderson v LACH 

- Idk how to get away from JAy here, I’ll be neutral but the game logs say 
don’t be- just couch this in this -- he average 5.4 pts per game against this 
team 

- Jets are 29 in AFPA to the RB, allowing 23 fdpts per game and Ajayi is 
coming off of a 26 touche performance against the Falcons who are equally 
bad against the rush, perhaps here’s the difference is simply the injury- 
Ajayi hasn’t been on the injury report in a while, but the Jets ha 

- Maybe I’ll pivot to CJ anderson, facing Chargers with no Emannuel Sanders 
on the road 

- Chargers allow the most Ruyds per game and the highest yards before 
contact in NFL 2.5 and more than 2 opps inside the 5 per game 

- The concern you have is workload- he is getting 60% of touches in ground 
game but not one tgt last game- all stolen by devontae booker and Charles, 
he had 38 snaps, but Charles/Booker went for 43 total 

- Question is gamescript, they will run while leading and run while in the RZ, 
but will they be leading!?  
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3- Value: Ingram, Hyde 

- Ingram will be popular yet again, he’s a big favorite in a game where the 
Saints should be able to establish a lead  

- They allowed a solid 100 yds and 2 td to mckinnon who only played 57% of 
team snaps-- basically the same as Ingram Kamara 

- GB hasn’t allowed massive weeks to RB, except Zeke, who had a solid 
game but it’s rare that Igram see a stcked front and when he does’t he’s 
been very solid nearly 4 ypc 

- As for Hyde-- well I’m intrigued -- got the workload back last week and all 
the goalline work- here’s an interesting stat- SFO is avergaing 9.5 rz plays 
per game, that’s really solid and we know that Dallas is well below avg in 
AFPA to the RB- we’ve seen aaron jones and todd gurley beat this team up, 
I think Hyde could be in agood spot here  

 
WR 
1- Eat the Chalk 

a. Julio v NE 
- You will not be alone, chalky on FD, but he will be involved and I 

think and Pats are amazing matchup 27 in Afpa 
- IN dvoa they are 31 to the WR1, we saw julio carve up the deep 

middle of the GB def, that’s the spot where the Pats struggle too, 
allowing 106 passer rating to that space and they are particularly 
across the middle in general  

- Deep cross from the left is what I’m dreaming of 
b. Dez 

- The niners pass def showed up against Kirk and was WR, but I think 
that DEZ is a bit of a nightmare for them here 

- He will liekly get a lot of Dontae Johnson who grades below 40 in pff 
- And while we love Zeke, the pivot to Dez is solid, as the cowboys 

throw it 60% of the time in the RZ 
- Niners are allowing a 65% completion rate and are 23 to the WR1, we 

saw TY destroy them in week 5 
c.  
d. Mike Evans /AB 

- This is also injury dependent, if EJ gaines is out, evans is a huge 
upgrade and advantage, I think people will continue to gravitate 
towards Julio and Dez at similar prices, but Evans should be in 
agreat spot - even in tough matchups with NY MIN and CHI evans 
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produced a min of 13 ppr points, if gaines is out he could post a line 
like the one we saw from AJ-- 189/1 

2- Pivots 
a. Michael Thomas v GB 

- Easy to say that Thomas will be one of the best plays on the board, 
GB has multiple injuries in the secondary and he will face GB def 
ranking 22 in AFPA, thielen carved them up for 9/97 last week on 
double digit targets 

- Thomas has had some tough outings this year, but in plus matchups 
this year he has seen 80+ yards and TD  

b. Demaryius Thomas 
- Manny is out, and while the matchup with Heyward has not been a 

good one, DT actually is one receiver who got to him 5 rece for 67 
yards in week 1, and in Week 6 when Manny went down DT saw 14 
tgts and 133 yards, he will be the go to pass catcher here  

c. Pierre Garcon 
- Garcon saw 12 tgts 9 came from Beathard, 3 incompletions were 

from Hoyer, so he was only 5/9 with CJ 
- The DAL secondary is much worse than the WAS def, WAS is 2 in 

AFPA and DAL is 20 
- They will liekly be trailing here and Garcon should be the benificary 

of negative game script  
- He’s seen 11/12 tgts in last two games and avg almost 10 per game, 

still hasn’t found the EZ but like we mentioned SF has been moving 
the ball  

d. Jarvis Landry 
- This is alot like the DT play, but is injury depenedent, if parker plays 

then the he may soak up Morris Claiborne who has been solid in 
coverage  

- He’s jays Number one and saw 11 and 14 tgts in two spots against 
falcons and Jets  

3- Value 
a. Eric Decker/Rishard Matthews 

- The win belongs to Matthews, Matthews should be in a great spot 
here considering McCourty likely won’t shadow and Matthews lines 
up on the right acorss from Taylor, who was on Fuller last week 

b. Robert Woods 
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- Woods will likely be in the same position as matthews here, the 
opposite of the shadow from peterson and the ARI pass def is not 
good 

 
 
TE 
1- High: Simple 3 top 10 TEs in elite spots 

- Delanie Walker v CLE 
- Jimmy graham v NYG 
- Hunter Henry V DEN 

 
 
DST 
1- High 

- JAX v INDY 
- TN v Browns 

 
2- Low 

- Saints v Hundley 
- Chargers 

K 
Succop 
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